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For value, reliability and
excellence in high-rise,
choose our structural
design experts.
Ensure efficient operation and a great user
experience from your
new building.
Structural Design
Sustainability, cost-effective solutions and
future-proof innovations are vital features
in new buildings, from hospitals to factories,
laboratories to offices, as well as high-rise or
mixed-use structures and even underground
car parks. For solutions that integrate value
and performance while delivering the best
possible experience for users, Royal
HaskoningDHV’s structural engineering
team is your ideal partner.
With our multi-disciplinary approach,
we will surpass your expectations.

High-rise
Take a look at our high-rise projects and
how we solved various structural design
challenges, from eccentric building shapes
to complex construction limitations including weight, size and time.
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Terraced Tower
Location
Rotterdam

Height
110 meters

Key Characteristics
• Cantilevered balconies
• Optimal daylight for apartments
Structural design of the Terraced Tower
required special attention due to its unique,
eccentric shape and location. A solid layer of
clay deep underground created settlement
challenges. In addition, working space was
tightly constrained by neighbouring buildings
and the nearby quay wall.
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Stability of the tower was achieved using
transverse walls connected to the core of
the structure. A solid basement construction
made it possible to correct for differences in
settlement. The final result optimises natural
light in apartments and terraces. Use of 3D
modelling software in the design phase won
the 2020 SCIA user award in the Buildings
category.
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De Rotterdam
Location
Rotterdam

Height
149 meters

Key Characteristics
• Mass offset by 3-8 metres in various
directions halfway up the tower height
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De Rotterdam is characterised by three
staggered towers rising up from a common
base structure. This, in combination with
the building’s height, its open facades,
underground parking garage and soil
conditions, presented various problems that
needed to be solved prior to construction.
A major concern was related to settlement
differences due to the size of the building
- the core was expected to sink more than
outer edges. Using 3D modelling, the impact
of settlement was investigated and jacks
placed under the columns in the basement
to account for settlement and avoid resulting
damage.
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What also made this solution special is that
columns supporting the building are made of
high-strength concrete to optimise strengthto-weight ratio, saving space in the basement. The design, with its staggered towers,
was made possible using advanced building
technology.
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Malietoren
(gateway building)
Location
Den Haag

Height
70 meters

Key Characteristics
• A highway passes through
the building’s foundation
The vision posed the ultimate task for our
engineers: create a financially viable and
feasible structural design for a building
constructed above a highway. The main
problem is how to support the building?
The solution: build the foundation around
the highway. The foundation is confined to
narrow strips on both sides of the highway
tunnel. On top, at ground level, triangular
concrete trusses span the road and carry the
upper floors. Many new innovative building
techniques were used in the concrete within
the building’s structure and the way in which
prefab columns interconnect.
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Het Strijkijzer
Location
Den Haag

Height
132 meters

Key Characteristics
• The available plot determined
the design of the building as it
is bordered by three streets
• It is the tallest apartment tower
made out of prefabricated concrete
in the Netherlands
Construction close to a busy road and
city centre brings extra challenge.
A solid structural design was required
to overcome constraints related to time,
size and construction. A key solution was
the use of prefabricated concrete elements.
This, together with the just-in-time method,
enabled two floors to be constructed every
week. The construction process required strict
planning with very small margin for error.
The building won awards for “its elegant
reinterpretation of classic high-rise
architecture”, its contextual approach to
a limited site, and its efficient programme
for accommodating new entrants to the
housing market.
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Scheepmakerstoren
Location
Rotterdam

Height
88 meters

Key Characteristics
• Cool design on top of the building,
called the ‘City Triangle’, which refers
to the original city map.
• The building has a very slender
appearance
Creating the structural design for this
building was challenging due to the
limited space available. This constrained
construction methods and, furthermore,
the design team had to work around
supports from adjacent buildings that
were in the way. As a solution a climbing
formwork for the walls and table formwork
for the floors were used during construction.
Furthermore, stability is provided by two
sloping concrete façade walls supplemented
by concrete walls. During excavation of the
building pit, three enormous stut-frames
were installed to support adjacent buildings,
which further decreased the available
working space.
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Red Apple
Location
Rotterdam

Height
127 meters

Key Characteristics
• Name reflects the vibrant red facade
and the location’s historic connections
with the export of apples
• Part of the building is overhanging,
extending 15 metres from the base
The overhanging section looks spectacular
but needed to be structurally feasible.
Enabling this was a challenge, as the
previous building’s foundation was unsuitable for the new structure. The problem was
exacerbated by the fact that the weight
of the overhanging section needed to be
supported on a relatively small surface area.
The solution involved providing additional
support using Vibro piles averaging 22 metres
in length. During construction, a temporary
leg supported the structure until the main
load-bearing walls were completed. These
internal walls support 70% of the total
building weight.
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De Kroon
Location
Den Haag

Height
132 meters

Key Characteristics
• The building has a characteristic
sandblasted façade, which is
low-maintenance, timeless and durable
• It contains a commercial area, offices,
apartments and underground parking
The need for a building to be flexible
adds complexity to the structural design
because internal supports that limit
flexibility cannot simply be left out.
Additionally, the slender shape of the
building makes it harder to create stability
in its structure. Yet, this was managed by
using prefabricated and in-situ concrete
to provide strong support in all directions.
Flexibility for retail units is maximised on
the ground floor by using large prefabricated
concrete transfer-beams underneath the
floor above. The innovative design solutions
resulted in the Dutch Concrete Award for
the project.
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New Babylon
Location
Den Haag

Height
140 meters

Key Characteristics
• The building is an expansion and
upgrade to an existing building
from the 1970s
The client wanted to retain part of the
building while extending the structure
to form a larger whole. It made the project
complex, as shortcomings in the existing
structure had to be overcome before
design could start on the extension.
Existing foundations were unable to
support the expansion. Additionally, the
hotel and offices in the tower needed to
function during construction. By moving
above-ground parking underground, this
space could be used for the expansion.
The construction period was reduced by
realising the foundations for the building
expansion while the underground garage
was constructed, when the building was
still in the development phase. Ultimately,
the building’s usable area tripled, while
increasing its footprint by just 30%.
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New Orleans
Location
Rotterdam

Height
158 meters

Key Characteristics
• Tallest residential building
in the Netherlands
Facilities within the building needed various
- and sometimes conflicting - features in the
structural design. Furthermore, our engineers
had to deal with significant settlement,
limited construction space and tidal effects.
To address settlement, the building was
constructed on the initial soil layer which
also reduced costs by avoiding the need
for holes to be drilled into the deep clay.
Time constraints meant the arthouse
attached to the tower could not be built
after the tower construction so significant
angular torsion - resulting from settlement
differences - was taken into account between
the two.
Conflicting structural demands from facilities
were addressed by designing walls as floorheight continuous wall beams in concrete.
The construction process required significant
coordination due to the challenging location
and use of high-quality slim HD-columns.
Royal HaskoningDHV coordinated many
of decisions requiring alignment between
stakeholders.
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De Karel Doorman
Location
Rotterdam

Height
70 meters

Key Characteristics
• Built on top of 1940s shopping centre
It is a challenge to build on top of an
existing structure because not having
been created with this in mind it may
not be able to support the additional
load. However, in city centres with
limited space, it can be the ideal
solution to expand housing capacity
while maintaining the historic character
of the city.
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In the case of the Karel Doorman, we
reversed the usual design process and
identified a smart adaptation to the
existing structure that would double
its bearing capacity. In addition, the
structure placed on top was designed
to weigh up to 80% less than typical
counterparts.
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Toren op Zuid
Location
Rotterdam

Height
96.5 meters

Key Characteristics
• Tower has a leaning facade, unique
at the time of construction in 1999
• Structural design of the expansion
enables the interior to be very flexible
This project involved renovating the iconic
Toren op Zuid with its leaning façade to
make it more flexible and future proof.
While the exterior of the main building
was untouched, a plinth was added to
provide more space, and the tower’s
interior adjusted to achieve a higher
BREEAM In-Use score. The challenge was
to enable a flexible interior by avoiding
the use of supporting walls for the plinth.
To do this, the structural core of the existing
tower was used as the plinth’s main support.
The core was already under large stress, but
structural engineers found a way to add
weight without damaging its structural
integrity. After renovation and expansion,
the building was certified BREEAM In-Use
Very Good.
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First Rotterdam
Location
Rotterdam

Height
125 meters

Key Characteristics
• Central location in city of Rotterdam
• Slim façade design
Tight deadlines, challenging requirements
and the location close to one of the busiest
parts of Rotterdam city centre added to the
complexity facing the structural design team.
The main task was to make the building’s
slim façade structurally rigid, while keeping
building time to a minimum and making
sure differences in settlement during
construction were accounted for.
This was achieved through the use of concrete type C90 and C105 and prefabricated
elements. Temporary jacks on corner points
of the building during construction made
it possible to compensate for settlement
differences. This enabled the building to
be constructed at the remarkable pace of
two floors every six days.
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A’dam Tower
Location
Amsterdam

Height
100 meters

Key Characteristics
• Stunning view provided from
the added ‘crown’
• Swings on top of the building that
allow you to swing over the edge
and see all of Amsterdam
The challenge was to transform the tower
into a building with multiple functions
and a stunning view by making it higher.
Any additions to raise the height of the
building needed to be supported by
the existing foundations and structure.
Through research, our structural engineers
located calculations made for the original
building enabling them to identify exactly
where there was additional capacity to
support the new floors. The used concrete
also appeared to be of higher quality than
had been specified, which further
increased capacity.
We designed a solution which makes
optimal use of the extra capacity and
needed no additional reinforcement.
By careful planning the new section
was placed on top of the building within
just one week.
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Stationsplein
Eindhoven
(De Focus)
Location
Eindhoven

Height
210 meters

Key Characteristics
• Sustainability of the building
(ambition to be carbon neutral)
For a tender organised by the municipality
of Eindhoven, our team created a design
for a tall residential tower providing many
opportunities to include sustainable and
future-proof systems, while being structurally
rigid. Stability is created with a steel façade
construction and steel columns retaining
non-bearing walls.
Using in-situ concrete for the floors without
incorporating all the installation hardware,
the building could be constructed with a
speed of three working days per level.
The method also allows a more flexible
interior layout.
(Not realised)
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Tree House
Location
Rotterdam

• Wood in Façades provides a natural
look to the building
• Building’s sustainability features
inspired by ecosystem of a tree
Soil conditions in Rotterdam present a
challenge for high-rise developments due to a
layer of clay 50m below the surface.
Therefore, the building’s structure and
foundation needed to be solid, while also
being economically feasible. Our integrated
design approach enabled a solution to be
developed which optimised the structure
from every perspective; ultimately reducing
risks for our client, as well as costs, through a
more efficient use of materials.
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Additional levels of accuracy were provided
by the creation of a 3D model by our
geotechnical designers. While 3D modelling is
regularly used for the superstructure, it is less
common for foundations, where 2D and
calculations are more typical. The use of 3D
allows pinpoint calculations for optimising
the solution.
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To find out more,
get in touch with:

Find out how
we can make
the difference
for your project.

Janko Arts

Director Advisory Group
+31 (0)6 53 67 93 16,
janko.arts@rhdhv.com

If you are interested in Royal HaskoningDHV
and want more information how we can help
you with high-rise projects, please get in touch.

Frans de Zwart
Business developer

+31 (0)6 53 84 68 95,
frans.de.zwart@rhdhv.com
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